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Why get started with HR data?

Using Data for HR Success
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●

Primary cost area → efficiency

●

Parallel with (sales and) marketing analytics?

●

Human experiences
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A framework for getting started with HR data
1.

Map existing HR challenges

2.

Make your HR data ready for analysis

3.

How to visualize the right KPIs

4.

From insights to predictions

1. Which business challenges?
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
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Turnover
Recruitment
Onboarding
Wage cost optimization
Learning & development
Absences / Bradford factor
Diversity
Engagement
Mobility
...
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3. How to visualize the right KPIs

2. Make HR data ready for analysis
●
●

●

HR data is scattered
Integrate HR data from different sources:
○ Payroll integrations
○ HR tools & platforms
Avoid silo thinking and use enriched data

● Which types of HR data exist?
● How to select the right metrics & KPIs for your business?
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‘SOFT’ HR DATA

‘HARD’ HR DATA

HAPPINESS & CULTURE

FINANCIAL

Employee satisfaction score,
employee engagement,
(in)voluntary turnover rate,...
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Total & avg salary cost,
benefits, % of cost of the
workforce,...
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TRAINING & DEVELOPM ENT

Assessment scores, hours of
training followed, training
effectiveness,...
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⇒ Limit to 2 or 3 main KPIs to monitor your progress towards business goals
⇒ Define multiple low-level ‘metrics’ to dig deeper on your KPIs

EM PLOYM ENT

RECRUITM ENT

The hiring funnel: time to
hire, applicant-to-hire ratio,
recruitment channels,...

KPI ≠ metric

Total hours worked, per
project, # employees &
contractors, personnel
turnover rate,...

Business goal

Recruit 25 new employees

ABSENTEEISM
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in 2019

Absenteeism rate, cost of
absenteeism, ratio vacation
vs. sick leave,...

KPI

# candidates hired

Metrics
-

Conversion rate per funnel stage

-

# candidates per position

-

Recruitment channel performance

-

Average time to hire
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Client example: recruitment
Visualizing your HR data
Why?

● Visual storytelling
● Interactive
● Automated
● Real-time
⇒ Why do good candidates refuse?

How to visualize efficiently?
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Drilldown on
refusals

Drilldown on
hires

⇒ high refusal
rate for
LinkedIn

⇒ what does
the agency do
different?
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Taking action on the insights

Example - trainings

● Analyze feedback from
refused job offers
⇒ Optimize recruitment
channels
⇒ Increase transparency
on salary in job ads
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4. From insights to predictions?

4. From insights to predictions?

>> It’s there for the taking!
>> But do we want it?
>> Do we REALLY want it?

>> It’s there for the taking!
>> But do we want it?
>> Do we REALLY want it?
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The technology is available

And so are the HR data!
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Can we turn information into value?

TOUGH HR QUESTIONS

Bottom line impact?
Uncertain. Negative?
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PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS

Bottom line impact?
Measurable and monetizable.
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4. From insights to predictions?
>> It’s there for the taking!
>> But do we want it?
>> Do we REALLY want it?
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Business functions in which AI has been adopted, by industry (% of respondents)

Use case: employee churn

McKinsey, AI adoption advances, but foundational barriers remain, November 2018
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5. From insights to predictions?
>> It’s there for the taking!
>> But do we want it?
>> Do we REALLY want it?
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NEW TECH
NEW ETHICS
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The last mile of decision making …

… is HUMAN!
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Looking for the ‘bad guys’?
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Can we accept a black box?

Looking for the ones who deserve your attention!
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Full transparency about
• which data are used
• how the data are used
• what will be done with the outcomes
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